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Abstract 
Previous work on combination techniques considered the question of how to 
combine unification algorithms for disjoint equational theories E 1 , ... , En 
in order to obtain a unification algorithm for the union El U ... U En of the 
theories. Here we want to show that variants of this method may be used 
to decide solvability and ground solvability of disunification problems in 
E1 U ... U En. Our first result says that solvability of disunification prob-
lems in the free algebra of the combined theory E1 U ... U En is decidable 
if solvability of dis unification problems with linear constant restrictions in 
the free algebras of the theories Ej (i = 1, ... , n) is decidable. In order 
to decide ground solvability (i .e., solvability in the initial algebra) of dis-
unification problems in E1 U . .. U En we have to consider a new kind of 
subproblem for the particular theories Ej, namely solvability (in the free 
algebra) of dis unificat ion problems with linear constant restriction under 
the additional constraint that values of variables are not Ej-equivalent to 
variables. The correspondence between ground solvability and this new 
kind of solvability holds, (l) if one theory E j is the free theory with at 
least one function symbol and one constant, or (2) if the initial algebras 
of all theories Ej are infini teo Our results can be used to show that the 
existential fragment of the theory of the (ground) term algebra modulo 
associativity of a finite number of function symbols is decidable; the same 
result follows for function symbols which are associative and commutative, 
or associative, commutative and idempotent. 
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1 Introduction 
In recent years the role Robinson unification-and later unification modulo equa-
tional theories-played in theorem proving, term rewriting, and logic program-
ming has more and more been taken on by constraint solving (see e.g., [Bur90, 
KK89, JL87, CoI90]). One advantage of constraint approaches is that it is no 
longer necessary to compute (a complete set of) solutions; deciding satisfiability 
of the constraints is usually sufficient. Thus one can, for example, work mod-
ulo non-finitary equational theories such as associativity. Another motivation for 
preferring a constraint approach is that in this setting the expressive power of 
a formalism can rather naturally be enhanced by considering more general con-
straints than the equality constraints of unification problems. One of the earliest 
of these generalizations was Colmerauer's use of equations and negated equations 
in PROLOG II [CoI84]. In t.he present paper we shall consider solvability of this 
kind of equational problems (subsequently called disunification problems) modulo 
equational theories. 
As for unification, the terms in the disunification problems occurring in ap-
plications are usually not just built over the signature of the equational theory, 
but they contain additional free function symbols. More generally, one often 
wants to solve disunification problems containing function symbols whose prop-
erties are defined by different equational theories. For the case of unification, this 
fact has triggered extensive research on the combination of unification procedures 
for disjoint equational theories (see, e.g., the introduction of [BS91a] for a brief 
overview), but until now these approaches have not been generalized to the dis-
unification case. One reason is that until recently the combination methods were 
restricted to equational theories which are finitary unifying, i. e., they combined 
algorithms computing finite complete sets of unifiers. In this setting, solvability 
of disunification problems can be reduced to the unification and the word problem 
for the equational theory. In fact, to decide solvability of a disunification prob-
lem, one simply computes a finite complete set of unifiers for the equations of the 
problem, and then checks whether one of these unifiers is a solution of the whole 
disunification problem. This means that for finitary theories it is sufficient to 
have combination methods for unification. However, if one only has a procedure 
that decides satisfiability of unification problems, such a reduction of disunifica-
tion to unification does not seem to be possible. In addition, even if a theory is 
finitary, the computat ion of a complete set of unifiers can be of higher complexity 
than deciding solvability (associativity and commutativity is an example for this 
phenomenon). 
In [BS91a] we have shown how to combine decision procedures for unification, 
and in the present paper we shall investigate how this method can be generalized 
to treat solvability of disunification problems. For unification, "solvability" means 
having a solution in the free algebra (in countably many generators), or equiv-
alently, having a solution in the initial algebra. For disunification , solvability in 
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the initial algebra (called ground solvability in the following) implies solvability in 
the free algebra (simply called solvability below), but not vice versa. Both types 
of solvability are considered in the literature (see [Com91, Bi.ir88]), but ground 
solvability seems to be more interesting for most applications. 
For solvability, the adaptation of the combination method to disunificatioll 
problems is relatively straightforward. The main tool of the method is a decom-
position algorithm which transforms every disunification problem r in the com-
bination of arbitrary disjoint equational t.heories E 1 , . .. ,En iuto a finite number 
of tuples (f1 , ... , f n ), where each fi is all Ei-disunification problem with linear 
constant restriction. 1 As for unification, r is solvable in the combined theory 
iff for one of these tuples all its components are solvable in the single t.heories. 
However, the proof of soundness of the met.hod- which is almost trivial for the 
case of unification problems- becomes a lot more involved. 
For the ground case, it surprisingly turned out that ground solva,bility of r 
in the combined theory is not. reduced by our metllod to groulld solvability or 
the components of one of the tuples ill t.he sillgle theories. 011 tile cOlltrary, 
one has to consider a slightly rest.ricted form of so lvability (ill tile rrce algebra ill 
countably many generators) for t.he Ei-disullificat.ion problem with lillcar COllstallt 
restriction rio It should also be lIoted that for groulld solvability to be halldlcd 
by our method the equational t.heories have to satisfy all additional cOlldit.ion. 
This condition holds, however, in various situations which are int.eresting for 
applications (see Section 5). 
The paper has the following structure. The next section st.arts with some 
technical preliminaries. In Section 3 we illtroduce t.he decompositioll algorithm, 
show its correctness for t.he case of solvabilit.y, and state somc consequcllccs. 
Section 4 is concerned with ground solvability, and in Section S the results are 
applied to combine disunification algorithms for tbe free theory and the tlleorics 
A (associativity), AC (associativity anel commutativity), aud ACI (associativity, 
commutativity, and idempotence). 
2 Formal Preliminaries 
For an equational theory E, let sig(E) denote its signature, i.e., the function 
symbols occurring in the identities of E. We assume that this signature is finite. 
For dis unification it is even more important than for unification to know the 
signature over which the terms in the formulation of the problem and in the 
solutions of the problem may be built. For this reason, we shall explicitly talk 
about (E, "L,)-disunification problems, where "L, is a finite superset of sig(E). Such 
IThis is the obvious adaptation of the notion "unification problem with linear constant 
restriction," as introduced in [BS91a); see Section 2 for a definition . 
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a problem is a finite set of equations and disequations 
r = {Sl == t}, ... ,Sn == tn} U {Sn+l =1= tn+l' ... ,sn+m =1= tn+m}, 
where SI, ... , tn+m are ~>terms. A solution of the (E, ~)-disunification problem 
r is a ~-s'ubstitution (J such that s;a =E t;a (i = 1, .... , n) and sn+j(J #E tn+j(J 
(j = 1, ... , m). A ground solution is a solution that maps all variables occurring 
in r to variable-free ~-terms. r is called (ground) solvable iff it has a (ground) 
solution. 
It should be noted that the notion of a disunification problem does not always 
refer to the same kind of problem in the literature. Our definition coincides with 
the one of Biirckert [Biir88], who considers existentially quantified equational 
formulae, but other authors (e.g., Comon [Com91]) allow for arbitrary quantifi-
cation. 
As in the case of unification, one has to distinguish several types of dis-
unification problems. The (E, ~)-disunification problem is called elementary, 
if ~ = sig(E); it is a disunification problem with constants, if ~ \ sig(E) is a finite 
set of constants; and it is a general disunification problem, if no such restrictions 
hold. 
Solvability of an (E, ~)-disunification problem obviously means that the equa-
tions and disequations can be solved in the E-free ~-algebra T(~, Y)/=E over the 
countable set of variables Y, whereas ground solvability means that they can be 
solved in the initial algebra T(~, 0)/ =E. If one has no disequations (i.e., one has 
a unification problem), then both notions coincide, but this is not the case if dis-
equations are present. For example, let E be the empty theory, and assume that 
~ consists of the constant symbol a. The (E, ~)-disunification problem {x =1= a} 
is solvable, but not ground solvable. 
The combination problem for dis unification can now formally be defined as 
follows. Let E l , E2 be two equational theories built over the disjoint signatures 
~1 := sig(El ) and ~2 := sig(E2),2 and let E = El uE2 denote their union. We are 
interested in solving elementary disunification problems for E, i.e., (E, ~1 U ~2)­
disunification problems. The terms in such problems are built from variables and 
symbols of ~1 U ~2. The elements of El will be called I-symbols and the elements 
of E2 2-symbols. A term t is called i -term iff it is of the form t = f (tl' ... , tn) for an 
i-symbol f (i = 1,2). A subterm s of a I-term t is called alien subterm of t iff it is 
a 2-term such that every proper superterm of sin t is a I-term. Alien subterms of 
2-terms are defined analogously. An i-term s is pure iff it contains only i-symbols 
and variables. A (dis )equation s == t (s =1= t) is pure iff there exists an i, 1 :::; i :::; 2, 
such that sand t are pure i-terms or variables; this (dis )equation is then called 
an i-(dis)equation. Please note that according to this definition equations of the 
form x == y where x and yare variables are both 1- and 2-equations, and similarly 
2We shall restrict the technical presentation to the combination of two theories. The com-
bination of more than two theories can be treated analogously. 
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for d isequat ions. In the following, the symbols x, y, z, with or without indices, 
will always stand for variables. 
Solvability of elementary disunification problems in E will be reduced to solv-
ability of disunification problems with constants in the single t.heories E 1 , E2 . But. 
as in the unification case, the solutions of these problems with constants have to 
satisfy additional restrictions. These restrictions are formalized in the notion of a 
disunification problem with linear constant restriction. For an equat.ional theory 
F with signature n, such a problem consists of two parts: 
1. An (F, n U C)-disunification problem r, where C is a fillit.e set. of cOllst.allt. 
symbols not occurring ill n, anel 
2. a linear ordering < on C U X, wherc X IS a fillit.e' sUJwrsd of t.he set. of 
variables occurring in r. 
For a given problem of th is kind, the sets Vc of va.ria.bles which m,'lIst not usr c 
are defined as Vc := {x EX; :1; < c}, for every c E C . A solution of t.hc problcm 
is a substitution CT whic11 assigns terms XCT bui lt. wit.h variables, sYlllbols from n, 
and constants in C to the variables :r; EX, solves all equations and disequat.iolls 
of f modulo F, and has the additional propert.y that c docs 1I0t. OCClIr in :r;rT for 
all c E C and x E \/;,. A solut.ion CT is call cd 1·estn:di'IJr. if for all variables :r; E X 
the value XCT is not F-equivalcllt. to a variable. Rcst.rictivc solutiolls will becollle 
important if one is interest.ed in ground solvabi lit.y ill tile cOlllbilled t.heory g 
Disunificatioll problems with linear COllstallt restriction will be dcnot.cd ill t.he 
form (f, X, C, <), or just as f, if no misleading ambiguities are possiblc. 
3 Solvability of Disunification Problems 
Our first main result says t.hat solvability of disullificatioll problems ill tile cOlllbi-
nation of disjoint equational theories can be reduced to solvability of disllnificatioll 
problems with linear constant restriction in the single tlleories. 
T h e orem 3 .1 Let E 1 , ... ,En be equational theoT'ies over disjoint signat'IlT'es such 
that solvability of dis1J,nijication problems with linear constant restriction is de-
cidable for E 1 , ... , En. Then solvability of elementary disuuification problems is 
decidable for the combined theory El U . .. U En. 
This result is analogous to the one for unification given In [BS91a], and it 
depends on a decomposition algor ithm which is very similar to the algorithm 
presented in that paper. However, the proof of soundness of the method is more 
complex. As mentioned above, we shall restrict the presentation to the combina-
tion of two theories. 
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The Decomposition Algorithm 
The input for this algorithm is an elementary E-disunification problem, I. e., a 
system 
where the terms Sl, ... , tn+m are built from variables and the function symbols 
occurring in E1 U E2 , the signature of E = El U E2 • The first two steps of the 
algorithm are deterministic, i.e., they transform the given system int.o one new 
system. 
Step 1: variable abstraction. 
Alien subterms are successively replaced by new variables unt.il a ll terms occurring 
in the system are pure. To be more precise, assume tbat s ~ t or f ~ 5 (s #- l 
or t #- s) is an equation (disequation) in the current system, and t.llat s con tai lls 
the alien subterm Sl ' Let :c be a variable not occurring in the current. syst.em, 
and let s' be the term obtained from s by replacing Sl by .1: . Tllell t.he original 
equation (disequation) is replaced by the two equat ion s s' == t. and :1; == 51 (by 
the disequation s' #-t and the equat ion x ~ sd . This process has to be it.erated 
until all terms occurring in the system are pure. 0 
Step 2: split non-variable disequations and non-pure equations. 
Each disequation of the form s #- t (where s or t is not. a variable) is replaced by 
two equations x ~ s, '!J == t and a disequat.ion x #- '!J where the :r: , '!J arc always lI CW 
variables. Each non-pure equation of the form s == t is replaced by t.wo eq uat.io ll s 
x ~ S,x ~ t where the x are always new variables. 0 
It is quite obvious that these two steps do not change solvability of the system . 
The result is a system which consists of pure equat ions and of disequations be-
tween variables. The third and the four th step are nondeterministic, i.e., a given 
system is transformed into finitely maIlY new systems. Here the idea is that the 
original system is solvable iff at least one of the new systems is solvable. 
Step 3: variable identification. 
Consider all parti tions of the set of all variables occurring in the system such that 
distinct variables x, yare in distinct classes of the partition if the system contains 
the disequation x #- '!J. Each of these partitions yields one of the new systems 
as follows. The variables in each class of the partition are "identified" with each 
other by choosing an element of the class as representative, and replacing in the 
system all occurrences of variables of the class by this representative. In addition, 
we add a disequation x #- '!J for every pair x, y of distinct representatives to the 
system if this disequation is not already present. 0 
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Step 4: choose ordering and theory indices. 
This step does not modify a given system, it just adds some information which 
will be important in the next step. For a given system, consider all possible strict 
linear orderings < on the variables of the system, and all mappings ind from the 
set of variables into the set of theory indices {1, 2}. Each pair «, ind) yields one 
of the new systems obtained from the given one. 0 
For a system obtained by Step 4, let X 5 ,i denote the set of variables of index 
i (i = 1,2). The last step is again deterministic. It splits each of the systems 
already obtained into a pair of pure systems. 
Step 5: split systems. 
A given system r is split into two systems r = r 1 U r 2 such that r 1 contains only 
1-(dis)equations and r 2 only 2-(dis)equations. As an additional restriction, the 
system r i (i = 1,2) must contain all disequations x -# y where x or y has index 
i. This means that disequations between variables of distinct indices are put 
into both subsystems. The subsystems can now be considered as disunification 
problems with linear constant restriction (rl ,X5,1,X5,2, <) and (r2,X5,2,X5 ,I, <) 
which have to be solved modulo El and E2, respectively. This means that in 
the system r i the variables with index i are still treated as variables, but the 
variables with alien index j #- i are treated as free constants. 0 
The output of the algorithm is thus a finite set of pairs (rl ,r2) where the 
first component r l is an (El , El U X 5,2)-disunification problem with linear con-
stant restriction, and the second component r 2 is an (E2' E2 U XS ,l )-disunification 
problem with linear constant restriction. 
There are three points where this decomposition algorithm is not a totally 
straightforward adaptation of the one for unification problems. First, we split all 
non-variable disequations and not only the non-pure ones. This greatly facilitates 
the proof of correctness of the method, but is not mandatory. Second, we add 
disequations between all variables which have not been identified with each other 
in Step 3, and third, disequations involving variables of index i are required to be 
in r i in Step 5. The latter two points are necessary for the following proposition 
to hold. 
P r op osition 3.2 The input system ro is solvable if and only if there exists a 
pair (r 1, r 2) in the output set such that r 1 and r 2 are solvable. 
The proposition shows that the decomposition algorithm can be used to re-
duce solvability of elementary disunification problems for El U E2 to solvability 
of disunification problems with linear constant restriction for E l , E2 . Thus The-
orem 3.1 is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3.2. Before we give a proof 
of the proposition, let us mention some additional consequences. 
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C or ollary 3.3 (1) Let E be an equational theory such that solvability of disuni-
fication problems with linear constant restriction is decidable. Then solvability of 
general E -disunification problems is decidable. 
(2) The result of Theorem 3.1 can be lifted to general disunification problems} 
i. e.} the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 are sufficient to get decidability of general 
disunificat~on problems in the combined theory. 
(3) If} for E1 and E 2 } solvability of disunification problems with linear constant 
restriction can be decided by an NP-algorithm} then solvability of disunification 
problems in the combined theory is also NP-decidable. 
Proof. The proof is very similar to the one given in [BS91a, BS91b] for the 
analogous results for unification problems. 
(1) Let f be a general (E, 2:)-disunification problem, and let n := 2: \ sig(E). 
The system f may be considered as a disunification problem in the union of the 
theory E wi th the free theory 
Obviously, the relation =Fn is just the syntactic equality of terms . 
By Theorem 3.1 it remains to be shown that solvability of Fn-disunification 
problems with linear constant restriction is decidable. But this is very easy. 
For an Fn-disunification problem with linear constant restriction, f 2 , one first 
computes a most general unifier (7 of the equations in f 2. The whole system f2 
has a solution iff (7 solves f 2 , i.e., if (7 respects the linear constant restriction, and 
does not identify the two sides of a disequation of f 2 • 
In fact, any solution of f2 is a solution of the equations in f 2, and thus an 
instance of (7. If (7 does not satisfy the constant restriction (i.e., c occurs in X(7 
for x < c) then no instance of (7 will satisfy the constant restriction (for any 
substitution). we have that c occurs in X(7).). The same is true if (7 does not solve 
a disequation s #= t of f 2 (since S(7 = t(7 implies S(7). = t(7).). 
(2) Let E = E1 u · ·· u En, and 2: = sig(E1) U ... U sig(En) Un. In order to 
get decidability of (E, 2:)-disunification problems one just applies Theorem 3.1 to 
the combination of E1 , ... , En, and Fn. 
(3) It is easy to see that the decomposition algorithm is an NP-algorithm 
(see [BS91b] for a detailed analysis for the case of unification problems). The 
resulting systems f 5,1, f 5,2 are of a size that is polynomial in the size of the 
original system. If deciding whether these systems are solvable can also be done 
by an NP-algorithm, then the overall decision method is an NP-algorithm. 0 
In order to prove Proposition 3.2, some technical background is needed . With-
out loss of generality, we make the general assumption that all equational theories 
which are considered are consistent. Now let E1 , E2 be equational theories over 
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disjoint signatures ~l' ~2' Let T(~l U ~2, Y) be the set of all terms built over the 
signatures ~l' ~2 with variables in Y. Applying unfailing completion (see e.g., 
[DJ89]) to the combined theory E = E1 U E 2 , but always t.reating the elements 
y E Y as constants, we obtain a possibly iufinite ordered-rewrit.ing system R 
which is confluent and terminating on T(~l U ~2' Y) . Tbus we eventually obtaill, 
applying R, a unique irreducible normal form tlR for every t.e'rm I E T(~l U~2' Y). 
We denote the set of R -irreducible element.s of T(~l U ~2' V) by T IR . 
We want to establish a relationship between impure terms and correspollding 
pure terms where alien subtenns have been replaced by new varia.hles. For t.his 
purpose, we consider a bijection 7r : TJR ~ Z where Z is a set of variables of 
appropriate cardinality. This bijection induces mappings 7ri of t.erms in T('1-1 U 
~2' Y) to terms in T(~i, Z) as follow s. For variables y E V, ylr' := 7r(y) (1l01.e' 
that variables are always R-irreducible.) If I = 1(t.1,"" I.,,) for all 'i-sYllll>o1 I, 
then t'Fr, := J(1.;', ... , t.~'). Fillally, if I is a j-t.e'rIll, j =1= i, L11(,1l 1.Ir, := 7r(l.IJ?). The 
mapping 7ri may be regarded as a projcct.ioll whirll lllaps ;'L possihly Illi xcd 1.(,rIll 
to a pure i-term or a variable . 
• A substitution a is call ed R-normalized 011 a fillite set. of variabks X irr :Uy E 
T1R for all variables x E X. The next lemma was proved- ullder almost. t.he' 
same assumptions- in [BS91a]: there we addit.iollally assullled t.hat. Y alld Z are' 
disjoint; but the proof of the lemma does 1I0t. de']wlld Oil t.Ilis property. 
Lelnma 3.4 Let s, t be PU1'C i-I.cnns aT' vaT·iablr..';, awl lr.t (J br. a s11.bsl,£/ul.ion 
which is R-normalized on I.he 'IIan:abl(·s o(;c'll.1"/·ing in s, I.. Then 
Proof of Proposition 3.2 
Here and in the remainder of this paper, fa always denotes an illput system of 
the combination algorithm, fj denotes (OIlC of) the system(s) obtailled from fu 
after Step j of the algorithm (.j = 1,2,3,4). TIle two subsyst.cms obtaillcd after 
Step 5 are denoted by f 5 ,i (i = 1,2). Xj denotes the set of variahlcs occurrillg in 
fj (.j = 0, ... ,4) and X 5 ,i dellot.cs tile variables :T: E X 4 with indcx i (i = 1,2). 
Thus X 4 = X 5 ,] U X 5 ,2, and tlJis is a disjoillt ulIiol!. 
The proof of completeness (i.e., of the "on ly if" part of thc proposition) is very 
similar to the one for the unification case (see [BS91a], proof of Proposition 3.2). 
Let (J be a solution of fa. Without loss of generality we may assume that (J also 
solves the system f2 obtained after Step 2 of the decomposition algorithm, and 
that (J is R-normalized on X 2 . 
The solution a can be used to define the correct a.lternatives in the nondeter-
ministic steps of the algorithm: 
• The partition of X 2 in the third step is defined as follows. Two variables 
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x and yare in the same class iff .1:0" = YO". (Obviously, this means that 0" 
is also a solution of the system f 3 obtained after the variable identification 
step corresponding to this partition.) 
• In the fourth step, the variable x gets index i if xo" is an i-term. If xo" is 
itself a variable, x gets index l. (This is arbitrary, we cou ld have taken 
index 2 as well.) 
• To get an appropriate linear ordering in the fourth step, we cons ide r the 
strict partial ordering defined by x < y iff xo" is a strict subterm of YO". Now 
we take an arbitrary extension of this partial ordering to a lin ear ordering 
on X3 = X 4 . 
These choices determille syst.ems f3 , ['4 and a pair (fS,1, 1\,2) in the output set. 
of the combinat ion algorithm. It, remains to be show ll that. rfl,I, f 5 ,2 are solvable. 
In order to define solutions O"j of t.!Jese syst ems, we cons ider a biject.ioll 7r from 
TIR onto a set of variables Z cont.aining X 4 such that 7r(xO") = :7: for all :7: E X 1 . 
The substitution O"i is defined on the variables :7: E X 4 by 
~r: O"i := (To")"', 
where 7ri is the i-projection illduced by 7r. In [BS91 a] (proof o f Proposit.ioll 3.2) 
it is shown that, for i = 1,2, the substitution O"i treats variables x E XS,j (j =/:- 'i) 
as constants, respects the linear constant rest. riction, and solves all equations of 
fS,i. What remains to be shown here is that the rliseq'll,ations in I's,i are sat.isfied 
as well. But these are just disequations between distinct variables in the syst.em, 
i.e., of the form x f. y for distinct variables T, :1i" .E X 4 . By the choice made in the 
variable identification step we know that. :rO" =/:-E 'f)0". But then 
XO"i = (.1:0")'" =/:- E. ('f)0")'" = 'f)O"i, 
by Lemma 3.4. This shows that 0", solves t.he diseguations of fS,i as well. 
To show so'U,nriness (i.e., the "if" part. of the proposition) we have to demoll-
strate that fo is solvable if there ex ists a pair (f5,1, f 5,2 ) in tIle output set SUcl l 
that fS ,l and f S,2 are solvab le . In tile ulliGcation case, this part was almost trivial, 
but it is a lot more complex here. 
Let 0"1 be a solut ion of f 5,1 and 0"2 a solution of f 5,2. We may assume that 
O"i : XS,i -t T(L,i U XS,j, Y;) (i,j E {l, 2}, i =/:- j), where Y1 , Y2 are two disjoint, 
infinite sets of variables such that X 4 and their union Y := Y\ U Y2 are disjoint. 
Let R be a possibly infinite ordered-rewriting system R which is confluent and 
terminating on T(L,l U L,2 , Y) (obtained by unfailing completion , as described 
above). 
Using R and the O"i we shall now define a substitution 0" on X 4 which solves 
f 4. It is then trivial to extend 0" to a solution of fo. In order to define 0" we 
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proceed along the linear order < which was chosen in Step 4 of the algorithm. 
Assume that ZO' E T1R has been defined for all z < x. Without loss of generality 
we assume that x has index 1. Since 0'1 satisfies the linear constant restriction 
associated with <, we know that all z E X S ,2 occurring in XO'I are smaller than x 
with respec;t to <. For this reason, XO' := (xO'IO')lR is well-defined. 
In the corresponding definition for the unification case, the term XO'lO' was not 
R-reduced. This means that the substitution we defined there is not identical to 
the one defined here, but obviously the two substitution are E-equivalent. For 
this reason the proof given in [BS91a] to show that 0' solves the original unification 
problem can be taken without change to show that 0' solves the equations in r 4. 
The following two claims , which will be proved by indu ction on the linear 
order <, establish that 0' solves the disequations as well. 
(Cl) for all Xl,X2 E X 4 with Xl "# X2 we have X IO'"#E X20', 
(C2) for each Xl E X 4 : if ind(xl) = i, then XlO' E T1R is an i-term or an element 
of Yi. 
Without loss of generality, let us consider an element X of index 1. The 
induction hypothesis that we may use is that Conditions (Cl) and (C2) are valid 
for all Xl, X2 < x. We shall now show that the same is true for all X l , X2 :::; x. Let 
X~2 = {Xl E X S ,2; Xl < X}. We consider a bijection 
7r x : T1R --t Y u X~~ u Z, 
where Z is a set of new variables. This bijection has to satisfy the following 
conditions: 
1. 7rx (t) E Y2 u X~2 U Z for every 2-term t E T1R , 
2. 7rx (Y) E Y2 U X~2 U Z for every y E Y2 , 
3. 7rx (Y) = Y for every y E YI , 
It is easy to see that the induction hypothesis guarantees the existence of such a 
bijection, provided that Z is chosen of appropriate cardinality. 
First, let us show that XO' is a I-term in T1R or an element of Y1 , thus verifying 
Condition (C2). Obviously XO' E T1R. Let O'x denote the restriction of 0' to the 
variables z :::; X of X 4 . By induction hypothesis, O'x is R-normalized and we have 
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By Lemma 3.4 we get 
where 71"1 is the I -proj ection determined by 7I"x. Now let us show th a t (xalax ) 1r1 
x al. If x a} E Y1 , t his equali ty obviously holds since a x and 71" 1 do !lot move these 
vari ables, by Condi t ion 3 on 7I"x . If x al is a I -term , t hen t he "consta llt.s" X2 E X S,2 
occurring in t hi s term are in X~~. Now a x subst it u tes for t hese constants R-
irreducible 2- terms or elements of Y2, by induct ion hypotll es is (C2) . In bot h 
cases , 7I"} will reint roduce t he old constants again , by Condi t ioll 4 on 7I".r;. Thc 
variables Y E Y1 occurring in X O"I are not touched, neither by O"T nor by 71"1. 
Therefore the equali ty holds again . By our ass umption on 0"[ it. remains the case 
where XO"l = X 2 E X S ,2. But this case cannot occur since al solves the di sequat.ion 
x -# X 2 E r 5,1 , and sin ce X2 al = .L2. Combining wh at we have foulld so fa r we get 
Now suppose t hat XO"x is a 2-tcrlll or a ll c lc l11c llt. of Y2. Th e il (:r a rY" 1 = y would be 
a n element of Y2 U X~~ U Z, by COlldit.i oll s I alld 2 011 7I":r, a lld wc havc :!; al = '-:;1 y. 
But X O"} contain s only vari a bles from Yt U X~~. Sill cc I';J is cO ll sis t. e llt , y call1l Ot. 
be an element of Z U Y2. For y E X~~ we get :r: al =1:;1 y = !}(}I. But. t.hi s is agaill 
impossible since a1 solves t.h e system r :; ,1, whi ch cOll taill s t.h e disequ a t.i oll :r -# !I . 
By excluding a ll other cases we have shown t.h at. :r;a = :r;a :r; is a I - t.e rm or a 
variable in Y1 . Thus (C2) is verifi ed . 
Now let us consider Condi t ion (C l ). Let z < x a nd assulll e t.h a 1. z a =E 
x a. Since bot h t erms a re R -irreducib1c we have evell z a = x a . The illdu ct ioll 
hy pothesis a nd Condition (C2) for .L sll ow 1.I1 a t. ::: call1l o t. hi-wC illdex 2 sill ce YI 
and Y2 are di s joillt . T hus x alld z bot.h Il avc illdex I , a llCl we geL 
By definition of 7I"x we have (za}a)1r1 = z aj a nd (xata )1r1 = x at , as we have SCC Il 
earlier for x . Wi t h Lemma 3.4 we ob tain z at =E1 x at , whi ch is a cont radi ct ioll 
since x #- z E r 5, 1 . T h is concludes the proof of the two claims. 
Since all di sequat ions in r 4 a re di sequa ti ons between vari abl es, (C l ) implies 
t ha t a solves t hese di sequa ti ons. 0 
4 Ground Solvability 
The preceding section shows t hat, analogously to t he unificat ion case, solvability 
of di sunification problem s in the combined theory can be reduced by decomposi-
tion to solvability of di sunification problem s with linear const ant restriction in the 
single theories. An obvious conj ecture could be that the same hold s for ground 
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solvability, i.e., that ground solvability of a disunification problem fo may be de-
cided by decomposing f 0 into a finite set of pairs (f S,l, f S,2) of Ei-distinification 
problems with linear constant restriction as described above, and then asking for 
ground solvability of the subproblems. However, this method is only sound, but 
not complete. 
Proposition 4.1 Let f 0 be an input problem of the decomposition algorithm. 
Suppose that there exists an output pair (fS,l' f S,2) such that each fS,i (i = 1,2) 
has a ground solution . Then fo has a ground solution. 
Proof. Assume that the substitution (5 is constructed from ground solutions 
of fS,l and f S,2 as described in the proof of the "if" part of Proposition 3.2. 
Let x be a variable of index 1. (Variables of index 2 are treated analogously.) 
Assume that for all Xl < X we already know that Xl (5 is a ground term, i.e., 
an element of T(El U E2, 0). Since (51 is a ground solution, we also know that 
X(5l E T(El U X S ,2, 0), and the elements of X S ,2 occurring in this term are smaller 
than x. Obviously, this implies that X(5l(5 E T(EI U E2, 0). 
Since R is only an ordered rewriting system, this does not necessarily imply 
that X(5 = (X(5l(5)lR is a ground term as well. Rewriting steps with respect to R 
may introduce variables from Y. For this reason we assume that the simplifi cation 
ordering -< used during unfailing completion satisfies the property that at least 
one ground term is smaller than all variables in Y. 
First, we show that this property can easily be satisfied. Let z (of index 
i) be the least variable in X 4 with respect to the ordering < that induces the 
linear constant restriction. Since (5i is a ground solution, Z(5i is an element of 
T(Ei U XS,j, 0) (i of j), and because z is the least variable we even have Z(5i E 
T(Ei,0). This shows that Ei contains a constant symbol co. Obviously, there 
exist simplification orderings where Co is smaller than all elements of Y. 
If the simplification ordering -< satisfies this property, then any term t E 
T(EI U E2, 0) has a normal form that is also in T(EI U E2, 0). This can be shown 
by induction on -<. If t is R-irreducible then t is its own normal form. Otherwise, 
there exists a term tl such that t -tR h. Assume that tl is not ground. We 
consider the term t~ obtained from tl by replacing all variables by co. Since Co is 
smaller than all these variables, we know that t >- tl >- t~, and thus t -t R t~ is an 
admissible derivation. This shows that we can without loss of generality assume 
that tl is ground. But then we know by induction that its normal form tllR is 
ground. Since R is confiuent, tllR is also the normal form of t. 0 
Conversely, fo may be ground solvable, even if the decomposition algorithm 
does not yield a pair of systems which are ground solvable. 
Before giving an example where this situation occurs, let us explain why 
the proof of completeness given for the non-ground case cannot be adapted to 
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the ground case. The reason is that. a ground solution IJ of fa may subst.itute a 
variable of index i by an i-term containing alien subterms. Whell IJ is trallsformed 
by projection to solutions 1J1, 1J2 of an output pair (f5 ,l, f 5 ,2) (see the proof of the 
"only if" part of Proposition 3.2), these alien subterms are replaced by variables. 
In general, for lJi not all of these variables are elements of X 5 ,j, j =I=- i, i.e., not all 
of them are considered as constants in f 5 ,i . For this reason, lJi is 1I0t. necessarily 
a ground solution of f 5,i. 
Example 4.2 Let 2:1 consist of the t.ernary fun ct ion symbols g, tlte Hnary fUll c-
tion symbol j, and the const.ant. symbol a. Let El = EI,I U E I ,2 U E1 ,3 U E I ,-1, 
where 
E 1 ,1 {g(x , x,y) = a,g(x,y,:r:) = a,g(:r:,y,y) = a,g(x,a,y) = a}, 
E1,2 {g( ~r; , f( :r:),y) = a,g(x,/(y),y) = a,g( :r: , I(a)'y) = a}, 
E 1,3 {g(.1: , g(Yl,Y2,Y3), Z) = a}, 
E 1,4 {g(x , f(f(y)),z) = a,g( :I:,I(g(YI,Y2,:IJ3)),z) = a}. 
Let 2:2 cons ist of the t.wo unary function symbols h, I;; alld the cOllstallt. symbol 
h. For this signat.ure we consider the t1H'ory 
E2 = {h(h( :r)) = h, h(I;;(:r;)) = h, h(b) = b}. 
The disunification problem that we cOllsider ill t.lle combined theory EI U 8 2 is 
{g(b,y,h(y)) #- a}. 
It is easy to see that this problem lias the ground solution {y I--t f(h(f(b)))}. 
When we apply tile decomposition algorithm we reach tile syst.em 
f2 = {g(x,V,z) #- a,x == h, z == h(y)} 
after the first two steps. If, in the variable ident. ifi cat. ion st.ep, any of the variables 
x,v,z are ident ified, the I-disequation g(:r;,v,z) #- (I. will not be solvab le (because 
of the identiti es in E l ,d. This means t.llat. it is enough t.o cons icler t.lle partitioll 
where X,V,z are in separate classes. 
Now let us consider different ways of choos ing indices for .7.:, y, z . Obviously, 
the 2-equations x == band z == h(V) are only solvable if 1; and z get iJldex 2. 
For y, let us first cons ider the case wher-e ind(v) = 2. The problem f 5,2 
contains the equations x == b, z == h(V) and the disequat.ion x #- z . Since V is now 
treated as a variable in f 5 ,2, a ground solution 1J2 has to replaced it by a ground 
term VIJ2 built from the symbols b, h, k. Obviously, this implies h(VIJ2) =E2 b, 
which shows that 1J1 cannot solve f 5 ,2. 
Finally, let us consider the case wher-e ind(y) = l. A ground solu tion IJI of 
f 5 ,1 = {g(x,y,z) #- a,x #- y,x #- z,y #- z} 
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can replace y by a term yal that is built from the symbols x, z, a, f, g. Because 
of the disequations between variables, yal = x or yal = Z is not possible. Also, 
yal = a is not possible because of the last identity in E 1 ,1' The identities in E l ,2 
show that yar cannot be one of f(x), f(z), f(a). Because of the identity in E l ,3, 
the term yal cannot have top symbol g. The only remaining ground terms are of 
the form f(f(t)) or f(g(tI, t 2, t3 )), but these are prohibited by E 1 ,4' 0 
In the example we have seen that ro has a ground solution, even though 
the decomposition algori thm does not yield systems r 5,1, r 5,2 that are ground 
solvable. The next conjecture could thus be that the systems r 5,1, r 5,2 have to 
be tested for solvability rather than ground solvability. But a closer look at the 
solutions aI, a2 one gets by projection from a ground solution a of r 0 reveals that 
these solutions satisfy an additional property: since a substitutes a variable x of 
index i by an i-term, xai is not a variable. In fact , it can easily be shown that ai 
is a restrictive solution of r 5 ,i (see Section 2 for the definition). 
Lemma 4.3 Let El and E2 be two equational theories with disjoint signatures 
~l and ~2' L et robe a disunification problem in El U E2 J i. e. J an input problem 
for the decomposition algorithm. If r 0 has a grO'lmri solution a J th en th er'e exists 
an output pair (r 5,1, r 5,2) of the decomposition algorithm where each subsystem 
r 5,i has a restrictive sohdion ai. 
Proof. As above, let R be an ordered-rewriting system obtained by applying 
unfailing completion to El U E 2. Without loss of generality we assume that 
there is a ground term that is smaller with respect to the simplification than all 
variables in Y. This makes sure that we can take an R-normalized ground solution 
of roo As in the proof of the "only if" part of Proposition 3.2, a determines 
the right choices in the nondeterministic decomposition steps. Then a bijection 
7t : T1R --t Z (satisfying 71'(xa) = x for all x E X 4 ) is used to define solutions 
aI, a2 of the obtained subsystems r 5,1, r 5,2 by projection. It remains to be shown 
that these solutions are restrictive. 
Assume that for x E X 5,i we have x ai =E. z for a variable z E Z. Since 
Ei is consistent this implies that z occurs in xai. In addition, we know that 
xai = (xat'"', and that xa is an i-term that is R-irreducible and ground. For z 
to occur in xai there must be an alien subterm t of xa such that 71'(t) = Z. Let T 
denote the substitution 
{y I-----t s I where y E Z occurs in x a i and 71'(s) = y}. 
Now xa = xaiT =E; ZT = t, and thus x a =E t. Since x a and its subterm tare 
R-irreducible, we get xa = t. This is a contradiction since x a is an i-term and t 
is a j-term (i =I j). 0 
To get the opposite direction of the lemma, we need an additional restriction 
on the equational theories El , E2 : the initial algebras have to be infinite. 
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Lemma 4.4 Let E1, E2 be equational Iheo ,.ies one1' r/7sjoilli. ,<n:YllaIU,.fs E] and E2 
such that T(E j , 0)/=£. is inFnite fo '" i = 1,2. Lfl 1'0 br- a dis'IIlIiFca'/ion TJlob/em. 
in E1 U E2 , and suppose that, via. decomlJOsition , an output pair (1\,],rs,2) is 
reached such that each system r S,j has (/ restrictive solution. Then r a has a 
ground solution. 
Proof. Let O"j be a restrictive solution of rs,; for i 
that 
0"1 : X 5 , ] -t T('5....] U X 5 ,2, YI ) 
v '/ '( " \r },-) 0"2: .'\5,2 -t . -J '2 U. ;', 1, 2 
1,2. \Ve may assume 
where the sets Y1 and }'2 axc fillit.e, dis.ioillt. alld do 1I0t cO lltaill ;:111 ekl1lCllt of 
X4 = X 5,1 U X 5,2. Sinc(' O"j is res t.ri ct,i\'(' we kilO\\, that J'O"; =fE • .'J for all ,r E X ,1,j 
and y E Yi (i = 1,2). Let. us now consider t he following ex t.ensions of 11[(' systellls 
r 5,j: 
r S ,1 U {:r =I y; .1' E X:;,I U }'2,!J E VI U }'2 U X S .2 ,·r =1= Y}' 
r 5 ,2 U {:r: =I y; :r E X S .2 U VI,!} E YI U }'2 U X'i .I,.r =1= y}. 
The idea is to t.reat t.hese SYSt(,IllS as if they \\'ere (\ lie\\, output. pair of tile 
decomposition algorit.hm . For t.his purpose \\'e choose a lillf'ar ol'lkrillg wlli c h 
ext.ends t.he linear ordering on X 'I from syst.elll r 4 ane! makes all elel1](,lIts Y E 
Y1 U Y2 smaller t.han the element.s of X 4. \\'c shall treat the eknlC'nt.s .'I E }.; as 
variables with index j =1= i. Wit.h t.his indexillg and linear order, (i\.I, i\.2) is ill 
fact an output pair of the algorit.hm, corresponding to an input syst.em 1'0 whi ch 
is an appropriat.e extension of ra by disequat.ions. 
In order to show that i\ (and t.lllIS ro) has a ground solution it suffices 10 
prove (by Proposi1.ion 4.1) 1.ha,1. eacll IIC\\' suhsystem f\.j has a g:'Olllld solutioll 
(ii. Without loss of gellcralit.y, wc shall rcst.ri ct. our attcllt.ion to 1':,. 1' 1\otc tllal 
t.lIe elements of YI are 1.rea1.ed as COllst allt.s ill 1\. 1. Let }2 1)(' tI\(' sct {YI""'.'I,,}, 
and let 1. 1 , ... ,tn E 'l'(~,,0) hc pure J-terms ",hidl arc grolllld, (Illd \\'hi ch arc 
not. equivalent modulo E, 1.0 each o1.her alld to a 11 .\ ' tcrm ./'(il for .r E XS .I. Sillce 
T(E 1 ,0)/=£1 is infinite , w(' can he sure t h"1 t. such terms exist. \\'c define 
:r0"1 
I , 
for .1' E XS,I , 
f01'i=l, ... ,II. 
It. is easy 1.0 scc 1.lla1. (il is a groulid solld,ioll of f ". " [11 fact" sillce t hc clemcllts 
of Y1 arc 1l0W trea1.cd as const.allts, it is a ground suhst.i1.ul i01l, and it oh\'iousl~ ' 
solves t.he equatiolls alld discquat.iolls of 1':,, 1' Hcst,rict.in' IH'ss of tTl guaralltecs 
that. (il solves tile diseCjllat.iolis .1' =I y for .r E X ~ , I <111<1 y E } '1; t.he choice of t.he l , 
guarantees that. (il solves t.lle discqllat,iolls .1' =I .'I for .r E X S. I U) 2 alld .1' =1= !J E ) ':2. 
Finally, for x E X" ,2 and y E }'2, we havc .I'al = .1' =1=/;" .'Ial E T(::'" 0) si1lcC £1 IS 
consistent.. 0 
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It should be noted that restri ctiveness of the solutions of f 5,1, f 5,2 is necessary 
for the lemma to hold. This can be demonstrated by giving an example of theories 
E1 , E2 for which 
• the initial algebras are infinite, and 
• there exists a disunification problem fa for E1 U E2 which is solvable, but 
not ground solvable. 
In fact , if ro is solvable, Proposition 3.2 implies that the decomposition algorithm 
yields a pair f 5,1, f 5,2 that is solvable as well. Since fa is not ground solvable 
t.his shows that just assuming solvability of f 5 ,1, 1\,2 is not enough to get ground 
soh 'abili ty of f a. Because of Lemma 4.4 th is also mea.ns that one of the system~ 
f 5.1, f 5 ,2 has a solution but no rest ri ct ive solution . 
Example 4.5 Let El consist of t he ternary function symbol g, the unary funct ion 
symbol J, and the constant symbol a. We consider t he theory 
E1 = {g(x,J(y),z) = a,g(x,g(Yl,Y2,Y3),Z) = a, 
g(x,a,z) = a,g(x,y,x) = a}. 
The signature E2 consists of the two unary fun ct ion symbols h, k and the 
constant symbol b. As our second theory we take 
E2 = {h (h(x)) = b, h(k(x)) = b, h(b) = b} . 
The ini tial algebra of El is infinite since the infinitely many terms of the form 
J(1(- .. J(a)·· .)) are not equivalent modulo E 1 . For E 2 , we have infinitely many 
non-equivalent terms of the form k(kC·· k(b)· · .)) . 
Now consider the disunification problem fa = {g(b , x, h( x)) -# a.}. Obviously, 
the identity subst it ut ion is a solut ion of f a. ow assume that (J is an arbitrary 
solu t ion of f a. Because of t he fir st three id ent.i t ies in E, we know t.llat X (J can not 
be a I -term. On the other hand , :J; (J canllot be a 2-term either. In fact, th e 
ident iti es in E2 would impl y t hat h(x(J) =E b, and thus the fourth identity ill 
El would imply t hat g(b, X (J , h(x O" )) =E a.. Hence X (J must be a variable, which 
shows that (J cannot be a ground solut.ion of fo. 0 
Obviously, Lemma 4.3 and 4.4 can a lso be shown for the combina tion of morc 
than two t heories . Thus we obta in the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 4.6 Let E j , i = 1, . . . , n) be eq'IJ'(J.tion(J.l th eories over disjoint si,r;na.tuT'f'. s 
Ei } and S11.ppose that th e initial {J.lg ebm,s T ('f,i, 0)/=r:;. aT'e in.fi:nite. U 1"estrict'iv f'. 
solvability oj Ei-disun~(ica.tion pTo !Jlem.s wdh linear constant Test1'1:dio1l. is decid-
able Jor i = 1, , , , ,n} th en ground solvability of rlisun1Fw,lion problems is decidable 
for El U ' , , U En' 
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If one of the theories, say En, satisfies a stronger restriction, the condition 
that the initial algebras are infinite can be dropped for the other theories. 
Corollary 4.7 Let E 1 , ... ,En be equational them'ies over disjoint signatures ~1' 
.. . , ~n. Assume that T(~n' 0)/=En is inFnite, and that every solvable En-dis-
unification problem with linear constant rest7'iction has a g7"Ound solution . Then 
ground solvability oj disuniFcation problems in El U ... U En is decidable U re-
strictive solvability oj Ei-disuniFcation problems with lin ear constan t restr·iction 
is decidable Jor i = 1, ... ,n. 
This can be seen by an inspection of the proof of Lemma 4.4. Sillce we know 
that a solvable system l' 5 ,n has a ground solutioll , we do not ueed any alien i-
terms (i of n) to get rid of variables in solutions of 1'5 ,n. For the other theories, t.h e 
assumption that T(~n' 0)/ =En is infiuit.e provides for t.he required a li ell t.erms. 
An important case to which this coroll a ry applics is tllC combi llatioll with 
a free theory. We call an equat ion al tb{'ory F the free theory witll signat.ure 
~ iff sig(F) = ~ and =p is just the sY lltact ic equality of tcrms. Obviollsly, 
cons idering elementary disunification in the combinat ion of a tllcory E wit.11 a 
free theory corresponds to consider ing gelleral disullincation for E. 
Corollary 4.8 Let ~l' ... '~n be disjoint signatures, £1, ... , En-I be equational 
theories ove7' ~l' ... ' ~n-l' and let En be the free theor·y with signatur·c ~n . As-
sume that ~n contains a.t least one function symbol of arity gn:ater zero and one 
constant. Then ground solvability of disun1~{7:c(J.tion problems in EI U ... U E.n is de-
cidable if restrictive so lvability of Ej-disuni{ica.[£on problems with line(J.r constant 
restriction is decidable for· i = 1, ... , ·n - 1. 
Proof. Obviously, the condition that there is at least one cOllstant alld one 
(non-constant) function symbol in ~n implies that T(~n' 0)/=E" = T(~n, 0) is 
infinite. 
Now we show that an E n -c1isunificatioll problem with linear cO ll stant restric-
tion, say (1', X, C, <), is solvable iff it is ground solvable. Obviously, ground 
solvability implies solvability. Thus assume that 0' is a (not necessarily ground) 
solution of (1', X, C, <). Assume that Yt is a variable occurring in XO' for some 
x E X. Let t E T(~n' 0) be a term that is larger than all the terms ~; 'O' for 
x' E X. We define 0" := 0' 0 {YI I--> t}. Obviously, 0" solves the equat ions in 1'. It 
satisfies the constant restriction since t does not introduce elements of C. Finally, 
consider a disequation S1 =I S2 of r. We know that SIO' of S2O'. Thus there exists 
an occurrence where these two terms disagree. Let the terms at this occurrence 
be t l , t 2 . If t1 and t2 are non-variable terms they have different top symbol. Hence 
we will still get a disagreement after applying {YI I-->t}. The same is true if one 
is a variable different from Yl. Thus assume that tl = YI. If Yl does not occur in 
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t2 then ydYI I-t t} = t =1= t2 = t 2{YI I-t t} (since t is larger than t2 by choice oft). 
Otherwise, YI {YI I-t t} = t is a strict subterm of t 2{YI I-t t}. Thus we have seen 
that SIO"' =1= S20"'. Using this method we can successively eliminate all variables 
in the image of 0". 
To apply Corollary 4.7, it remains to be shown that restrictive solvability 
of En-disunification problems with linear constant restriction is decidable. V.,re 
have just seen that solvability is equivalent to ground solvability. Since ground 
solutions are always restrictive it is thus enough to show that solvability of En-
disunification problems r with linear constant restriction is decidable . This has 
already been shown in the proof of Corollary 3.3. 0 
5 Applications of the Method 
The methods developed in the preceding two sections will now be applied to the 
combination of A, AC, ACI, and free theories. An equational theory is called an 
A-theory iff its signature consists of a binary function symbol h, and it contains 
the single axiom h(h(x, V), z) = h(x, h(y, z)) (associativity). For AC-theories, one 
has an additional axiom h(x, y) = h(y, x) (commutativity), and for ACI-theories 
there is a third axiom h(x, x) = x (idempotence). 
Theorem 5 .1 Solvability oj disunification pTOblems is decidable Jor every theory 
which is a disjoint combination oj finitely many A -} AC-} and ACI-the01'ies and 
a Jree theory. To get decidability oj ground solvability by OU1' method we have to 
assume that the Jree theory contains at least one constant symbol and one Junction 
symbol oj arity greater than o. 
Since existential equational formulae can be seen as disjunction of disunifica-
tion problems we have the following immediate consequence of the theorem. 
C orollary 5.2 Let ~ be a signature consisting oj n 2: 1 binary Junction symbols 
hI, ... ,hn} and at least one constant and one additional non-constant Junction 
symbol. Let An} ACn } and ACln respectively stand J01' associatim:ty} associativ-
ity and commutativity} and associativity} commutativity and iriempotence oj the 
Junction symbols hi. 
1. The existential theories oj the Jree algebra T(~, Y)/ = An fLnd the initial algebra 
T(~,0)/=An are decidable. 
2. The existential the01'ies oj the Jree algebra T(~, Y)/ = AC
n 
(T(~, Y)/ = ACI)} . 
and the initial algebra T(~, 0)/ = AC
n 
(T(~, 0)/ = ACI) are NP-decirlable . 
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For AG, decidability has already been shown by Comon [Com88]. The result 
for A seems to be new. There is no real hope to ext.end t.hese decidability results 
to equational formulae with more complex quantifier prefix. A recent result by 
Treinen [Tr92] shows that already the L:2 fragment3 of the t.heory of the ground 
term algebra modulo A is undecidable. For AC, Treinen sll ows that the L::r 
fragment is undecidable, both for the free algebra and the init.ial algebra. 
To prove Theorem 5.1, it remains to be shown that solvability and restrictive 
solvability of disunification problems with linear constant restriction are decidable 
for A-theories, and NP-decidable for AC-, ACI- and free theories. Decidability 
for free theories has already been shown in the proof of Corollary 4.8. Obviously, 
this decision method is of polynomial time complex ity. We shall consider A, AC 
and ACI in the following. 
First.ly, it t.urns out that. res t.ri ct.ivc lI(,ss of a solut.ioll is 11(']'(' 1I0t. a. ]'('a.1 eO ll -
straint. In fact, we shall show for t.bcsc t.lteorics 1.Ilat. a disllllifi cat.ioll prohicill 
with linear constant. restriction has a solut.ioll if[' it. has a rest.ri ct ive solut.ioll. III 
particular, this means that solvabi lity and ground solvabilit.y for t.he combined 
theory are equivalent. 
Proposition 5.3 Let E be an A-, AC-, 0'1" ACI-lhcOTY. Th en sohw.bilily and 
restrictive soz,(}(J.b?:hty of E-dis7/.n~{t:cation JJ1'oblems with lineaT constant '/·('.st1·iclion 
are equiva.lent. 
Proof. For the three types of theories it. is easy t.o see tllat. a.IIY t. e rl11 cO llt.aillill g 
a subterm of the form h(?h, '!J2) (for distillct variables Y1, !/'2) call1lOt. be eq uivale llt. 
to a variable. Let (1', X, C, <) be an E-unification problem with lin ear cOllst.ant. 
,restriction , and let (J be a solution of 1'. Now assume that ::C(J =E y for J; E X 
and a variable y, which means that (J is not restricti ve . 
We take distinct variables '!J1, '!J2 that do not occur in Z(J for any variable Z in 1', 
and define (J':= (JO {V f-t h(V1,V2)}. Obviously, (J' solves t.he equat ions in 1', and 
it still satisfies the constant restriction. In addition, we have J; (J' =E h(Yl' Y2), 
which shows that x(J' is no longer equivalent to a variable. It remain s to be shown 
that (J' also solves the disequations of r. Let.'; -# t he such a disequation. We 
know that S(J =1= E t(J. 
(1) First, we consider the case where E is an A-theory. Since we are working 
modulo associativity, terms can be seen as words over the alphabet L: of constant 
and variable symbols . We know that the two words S(J, t(J are different. First, 
assume that one is a strict prefix of the other. Obviously, this means that the 
same holds for the words associated with s(J' and t(J'.4 Otherwise (i.e ., if none is 
3 cons isting of the closed formulae with quantifier prefix of the form 3£Vfj 
4Note that we do not have a unit elemen t. for It , which implies that a ny variable has to be 
rep laced by a nonempty word . 
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a prefix of the other) there exist words u, v, wand distinct elements a, b of the 
alphabet I: such that sO' = uav and to' = ubw. The words sO" and to" have the 
same prefix u{y f----+ Ylyd . The next symbols are either a and b (if none is equal 
to y), or Yl and one of a and b. Both cases yield that the two words sO" and to" 
are different. 
(2) Now consider the case where E is an AC-theory. We can associate with 
each term r a mapping a r from the alphabet I: of variables and constants to the 
nonnegative integers as follows: 
a r (a) is the number of occurrences of a in r . 
It is easy to see that we have rl =E r2 iff a rl and a r2 are the same function , 
i.e., if for all a E I: one has arl(a) = a r2 (a). Thus we know a scr =J atcr. Evi-
dently, ascr,(a) = ascr(a) for all variables or constants a t/. {Y,!11,Y2} ' In addition, 
ascr(Yi) = 0, and ascr'(Yi) = ascr(Y) (i = 1,2) . The same holds for t in place of s. 
Thus a scr =J Cl'.tcr implies a scr' =J atcr" This shows that sO" =J E to". 
(3) The cases where E is an ACI-theory can be handled similarly. Instead of 
the invariant a r we just take the mapping f3r, which is defined as follows: 
f3r(a) = { I if a oc~urs in r, 
o otherwIse. 
To sum up, we have seen that in each case 0" also solves the disequations in 
r. By successively applying this method to all variables x E X for which XO' is 
equivalent to a variable, we can construct a restrictive solution of r . 0 
Secondly, it can be shown that solvabi lity of disunification problems with 
linear constant restriction for A, AC and ACI can be reduced to ground solvability 
over an appropriately enlarged signature. 
Proposit ion 5.4 Let E be an A-) AC-) or ACI-theory. An E-disunification 
problem with linear constant restriction (r, X, C, <) containing m disequations 
has a solution if and only if it has a ground solution in the initial algebr'a T( {h} U 
CUD,0)/=E) where D = {d1 , ... , d2m+d is (J, set of 2m + 1 constants that is 
disjoint to C. 
Proof. In the previous proof we have used that terms ' '1 ,1'2 that are different 
modulo E yield "disagreement symbols" that are responsible for this difference. 
If E is an A-theory, we get the disagreement symbols a, b if rl is the word 
uav and r2 is the word ubw (where a, b are distinct symbols from the alphabet of 
variables and constants) . The other case, where one word is a strict prefix of the 
other, does not yield a disagreement symbol. But in this second case, the words 
rlT and r2T will be different for arbitrary substitutions T. 
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If E is an AC-theory (ACI-theory) we take as disagreement symbol the symbol 
a for which O'TJ(a) i- O'r2(a) (f3rJ(a) i- f3r2(a)) . 
Now let a be a solution of r, and let {YI, ... , yd be all variables that are 
disagreement sYIJlbols of sa, ta for some disequation s ;; t in r. Since a disequa-
tion can yield at most two disagreement symbols, we have k :::; 2m. Let r be the 
substitution 
{Yi f-t di I i = 1, ... , k} U 
{y f-t dk+l I Y rt {YI,'" ,yd occurs in xa for some x EX}. 
Obviously, a 0 r is a ground solution of the equations in r, and it satisfies the 
constant restriction (since occurrence of the elements in D is not constrained). It 
solves the disequations since disagreement symbols are mapped to distinct new 
constants. o 
Thus, eventually one has to consider ground solvability of disunification prob-
lems with linear constant restriction for A, AC and ACT This is done in the 
following three subsections. 
Before that, let us mention that the method of reducing solvability to ground 
solvability described above does not work for arbitrary theories. In fact, in Propo-
sition 5.4 the number- of clisequations could be used to determille the number of 
constants to be added. In the general case, we know that whenever a disuni-
fication problem is solvable it is ground solvable over a signature appropriately 
enlarged by finitely many constant symbols. (Just treat. the variables in a solu-
tion as constants.) But how many constants have to be added may also depend 
on the structure of the equations and disequations, and not just on the number 
of disequations. 
An example of a theory where this is the case is the theory 
AI= {h(h (x,y),z) = h(x,h(V,z)),h(x,x) = x}. 
For n ~ 1, let Xn denote a set consisting of n different variables. From the 
results in [Fen71] one can easily deduce that for each '/1 > 1 there exist terms 
Sn, tn E T( {h}, X n+2 ) such that 
• Sna = AI tn(J" for any substitution (J" that replaces the variables ill Sn, in by 
terms in T( {h), X n ). 
This means that the AI-disunification problem r = {sn ;; tn} is solvable (by the 
identity substitution), but it is not ground solvable if one has at most n constants. 
It is not clear how to determine the appropriate number of COllstants for an 
arbitrary AI-disunification problem. For this reason, deciding solvability of AI-
disunification problems is sti ll an open problem, even though ground solvabi lity 
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for a finite number of constants I S t ri via ll y decidable (s in ce fini te ly generated 
A I- free a lgeb ras are fini te). 
5.1 Ground Solvability for A 
For an A-theory E one can use a, met. hod desc ri bed by J3u chi a lld SC ll ger [BtiS86] 
to reduce ground solvab ilit.y of E-di sulliG cat.i oll problems wit.h lillear const. a llt. 
rest ri ct ion to groun d solvabili t.y of E- ll n ifl cat io1l prol lems wit II lincar C01l st.an1. 
res tri ct ion. Solvabili tyS of unifi cat.i on problems with linear COll st a llt. res t.ri ct ioll 
for A-theories is treated in [B S91b] . 
For t he reader 's conVC' lli cnc(' we sll a ll bri e fl y dcscr ibc th c a rguJll c llt ill [Bii SR(i]. 
As ment ioned above, terms mod ul o a II ;\ -1. heory may bc ('o ll si dcrcd as words over 
t he alphabet of va ri a,bl es and const.allt s. i\ ss lImc th a t C is th e sc1. of (,O ll st a llt s 
avail able for building groulld so lutio ll s. Bii clli a1ld SCll gc r s lI O\\' t lI ed a discCj ll a-
t ion can be ex pressed by a /lOsi / iflf boolcall combill a1.io ll of cCill a t iOll s. I. C., i't 
combinat ion not in volving lI cga1.i oll . 
To defin e t hi s formula, wc have t. o i II t ro d ll (,C 1.\\'0 ahhrcvi a 1.i oll s . For t\\'o \\'o rd s 
W l ,W2 t. he express io ll WI <l 'W2 s1.allds for th c cqu atio1l WI'/' = 'lI'2, i't lld '11 ' 1 :9 'li'2 
stand s for the di sjunct ion of equ at ions WI = 'W2 V WIJ' = 'lIJ2 . II crc ,I' is lll ca llt. 1.0 
be a vari able di fferen t from t.h e ones occ urrill g ill our di sull iGcat.i o1l problem , all d 
we assume that different ex prcss ions of t.hi s form use difr('I'Cllt. va ri ahles. 
A di sequa tion WI #- 'W2 is eqlli va lell 1. to th c forlllul a 
'W I <l 'W2 V '(/'2 <l W I V 
V ((= (f :9wdl\(=b :9 I1 '2)) V 
ntbEC' 
V ( ((f :9 11.' I ) 1\ (b :9 1l'2))' 
atbEC' 
Here z is also meant. t.o be a 1l CW va ri abl e . Obviously, thi s formul a just cx presscs 
t he fact t hat t.wo words a re dif['('I'c ll1. if[' OII C is a stri ct preGx of t.1I C Ot.1I ('I', or t lI CIT 
are di sagreement sy mbols a , h. Sill ce wc wa llt , 1.0 ha\'c a groulld so lllt iOIl , t ll csc 
di sagreement symbols must cO lll e frolll t.1I C set, of il \'a il ahl c CO ll st a lit s,vlll bols. 
Since we can bring all Y Booleall cOi lIbill a1.i oll o f equ a 1.i oll s illt o di s jull cti vc 
norm al form , thi s shows t.h at. grolllld soh·a hili1.y of a ll E- di suni Gca t iOll prohlem 
wi t h linear const. a llt, rest. ri ct. ioll call be rcduccd t.o t cs t.ill g solva bilit.y of a Gllit.c 
number of E- unifi cat ion problems wit.ll lill c,\!' constant. rest. ri ct io ll , 
5Recall th at, for unifi cat.i on , so lva hilit.y and grollnd solvahilit.y a rf' eqllivalr nt. . 
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5.2 Ground Solvability for AC 
For AC, ground solvability of a disunification problem with linear constant re-
striction can be reduced to an integer programming problem (of a size that is 
polynomial in the size of the original problem). The integer programming prob-
lem can then be solved by one of the known NP-algorithms (see, e'-g ., [Sc86], 
pp.239). Instead of giving a formal definition of this reduction for the general 
case, we illustrate it by an example. 
Let E be an AC-theory for the binary function symbol h. We consider the 
E-disunification problem 
r = {h(x,h(x,h(c,h(c,c)))) ~ h(y,h(y,h(y,h(y,b)))), 
h(x,h(x,h(x,h(y,y)))) -'-- h(x,c), 
h(x, h(y, h(y, h(y, V)))) =1= h(x, h(x, h(c, h(y, x))))} 
with the constant restriction induced by c < x < b < V. Assume that we want to 
decide ground solvabi li ty over the alphabet of constants {b, c, d, e}. 
For each of these constants, we introduce a system of linear equations. These 
systems will correspond to the equations in r. The variables occurring in the 
linear equations stand for the number of occurrences of the respective constant 
in the image of x and y, respectively, of possible solutions of r. The coefficients 
of these variables in the equations are the number of occurrences of x and y, 
respectively, in r. Thus we get the four systems 
(~ ~) ( ~: ) 
(~ ~) ( ~: ) + ( ~ ) 
(2 0) ( Xd ) 3 2 Yd 
(~ ~) ( ~: ) 
In addition, since we do not have a unit element for h, the variables x, y have 
to be substituted by nonempty terms. This is expressed by the inequalities 
Xb + Xc + Xd + Xe > 0 and Vb + Yc + '!Jd + '!Je > o. 
It should be obvious how to express the constant restriction with the help 
of some additional equations: If a constant must not occur in the image of a 
variable, the corresponding variable in the system of linear equations has to be 
zero. In our example, we get the additional equation 
Xb = 0 
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because x < b means that b must not occur in t.he image of .J:. 
The disequation 
h(x, h(y, h(y , h(y, V)))) =# h( ;r, h(;t:, h( c, h(y , .r)))) 
is translated into a disjunct ion of four ncgated equations 
(Xb + 4Yb -# 3Xb + Vb) V (x c + 4yc -# 3xc + Yc + l) V 
(Xd + 4Yd -# 3.7·d + Yd) V (.1'" + 4Yr =f- 3.r p + :tip). 
A nondeterministi c a lgorithm for grolilld so lvabilit.y first clIOOS(,S 0 11 (' o f t.he 
disjuncts for each di sequation . Afte r this lIoll(kt.nmini st ic st(' ]) 0 11 (' h ;-1S a sYSt.(,11l 
of linear diophantine equation s and ineq ua t.iolls (a lI('gat.ed ('quatioll call 1)(' S(,(, II 
as two inequations). As m ellt.iollcd at, Ul e b('g inllillg of t.ilis suhs('ct. io ll , solvabilit.y 
of such a problem can be decided by an NP-algorit.lllll. 
5.3 Ground Solvability for AGI 
Finally, for an ACI-theory E, ground solvabilit.y of a ll l~- di s ulliri citt. i o ll probklll 
with linear cons t.ant rest rictioll can be redu c('d t. o sat.isfiahilit.y o f Bookall fOrJlllJ -
lae . This problem is a.gaill NP-clccidahk (s('c, c .g., [Coo7l]). 
Let r be an E-disunification proble m wit.h lill car CO ll st.allt. rcs tri ct ioll , let. X 
be the variables occurring in r, and assume tll at wc a r(' lookill g fo r a g ro lilld 
solution using only constants from the fillit. e set. C . For cach pair (c, J;) E C x X 
we introduce a propositional variab le Pc,.r:, witll the intc llded read in g "c occurs in 
the image of x". 
For a term s E T(X, C), let Xs dell otc the set of variables occurring in 8, a nd 
Cs the set of constants occurring ill 8 . \,y ith ('aclt cqu at io ll .:; == f. E )' we associat.e 
a Boolean formula <1>( s, t) that is d efi ned a.s 
1\ V lie,x 1\ 1\ V ]ic,x 1\ 
cEC, \C, xEX, eEC, \C s xEX s 
1\ ( V Pe,x {::> V lie, y) . 
eEC\(C, uC,) .r:EX. yEX, 
The first part of the formula says that each constant c that occurs on the le ft 
hand side of the equat ion , but not on the ri ght hand s ide, must be introduced 
by some variable of the right hand side. Accordin gly, thi s has to be true for 
constants occurring only on the right h a nd side. For constants occurring on boUI 
sides we have no restriction. Finally, constants that do not occur on eithe r s ide 
of the equation can be introduced on the left hand side iff t hey are int roduced on 
the right hanq side. 
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With each disequation 8 -# t we associate the formula -,<1>(8, t). The fac.t that 
any variable x E X must be replaced by a nonempty ground term is expressed 
by the formula 
1\ V Pc,x· 
xEX cEC 
The treatment of constant restrictions is also very simple: for x < c we just add 
a formula -'Pc,x. 
If we take the conjunction of all these formulae we get a Boolean formula of 
a size that is polynomial in the size of our original problem r. It is easy to see 
that this formula is satisfiable iff r has a ground solution. 
6 Conclusion 
Since constraint approaches to theorem proving, term rewriting, and logic pro-
gramming are gaining in importance, constraint solving has become a major 
research issue in these areas. An important subproblem is the question of how 
to combine different constraint solving techniques. The present paper can be 
seen as a contribution to this field, where the constraints are existentially quan-
tined equational formulae that have to be solved in the initial or the free algebra 
modulo an equational theory. We have seen that the methods developed for the 
combination of unification algorithms can be applied for disunification as well. 
For solvability of disunification problems, this was relatively straightforward, even 
though the proofs became more involved. For ground solvability we surprisingly 
have to consider a restricted type of solvability (instead of ground solvability) in 
the single theories. 
For the theories A, AC and ACI, solvability and restrictive solvability coincide, 
~hich implies that solvability and ground solvability in their combination with a 
non-trivial free theory are equivalent. However, we have given an example of a 
theory where solvability does not imply restrictive solvability (see Example 4.5). 
An interesting open problem is under what conditions solvability and restrictive 
solvability coincide, and when solvability and ground solvability refer to the same 
problem. 
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